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Abstract.It is rather difficult to store and manage the diverse data source of ecological development 
of Dianchi Lake basin through traditional RDBMS due to their various types, massive data, complex 
relationship as well as their dynamic changes. We established graphics database and visual query 
system to analyse the ecological system of Dianchi Lake basin based on targeted modeling and study 
of query methods on ecological environment characteristics, by adopting graph store models of Neo4j, 
a high-performance distributed graphics database, to solve the necessity to structure index and query 
of multiple data sources under distributed environment by the time of data renewal. You can rely on 
the traverse and search of the graphics to add or delete the database, which is less complex and has a 
relative faster speed for data renewal. It adopts composite algorithm of incremental subgraph 
searching to solve the unsatisfactory result of query due to context ambiguity from key word query, 
and brings a high matching accuracy. By adopting visual query, users could have access to a friendly 
graphics interface, and have access of feedback graphics for every step of incremental query. It 
changes the situation that the query result cannot be observed directly and reflects the mutual 
relationship between complex data and plays an important role on scientific decision making of 
ecological development.  

Introduction 
The following factors contribute to the degradation of ecological environment quality in Dianchi 
Lake basin: dense population, high reclamation rate of land, deficiency of water resource, low forest 
coverage as well as urban expansion. We need to start the ecological environment development from 
the above mentioned aspects. During the process, we need set up digital information platform to 
supervise various data and conduct an overall scientific analysis, and provide decision support for the 
ecological environment development.  
The ecological development of Dianchi Lake basin contains multiple information and data of 
topography of Dianchi, historical figures, plants and animals, cultural relics and historic sites, 
museums, rivers, villages, counties and districts. All the above brings a tremendous data, various 
types including pictures, excel forms, videos and spatial data which forms a complex data. It requires 
the digital information platform to supervise the data efficiently and reflect some overall information 
as a strong support for the ecological development of Dianchi Lake basin.  
It is necessary to consider composite factors of the history, humanity, geography, plants and animals, 
landscape as well as rivers in Dianchi Lake basin when establishing the ecological system and 
environment protection. It is rather difficult to obtain overall information of all these massive data 
through the traditional RDBMS. However it may bring an abundance of data lack of information. The 
graphic database organizes and stores the data through graphics, adding or deleting on graphic 
traversal and search, which can report the mutual relationship between massive data in the form of 
overall information. We established graphic database and visual query system to analyse the 
ecological system of Dianchi Lake basin based on targeted modeling and study of query methods on 
ecological environment characteristics, by adopting graph storage models of Neo4j, a 
high-performance distributed graphics database. 
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The establishment of the graphic database and visual query of ecological system of Dianchi 
Lake basin 
It is incapable to obtain overall information through traditional RDBMS due to the massive data 
resource and volume, various types, complexity of relationship of the ecological development of 
Dianchi Lake basin. 

Neo4j, a high-performance database of NoSQL which does not need fixed table structure, but can 
easily enlarge and define data format by user in flexible data model designing. It is suitable to utilize 
Neo4j to handle the massive database for the ecological system of Dianchi Lake basin benefits from 
its flexible data model, high augmentability, high concurrency reading and writing, efficient storage 
and accessing of massive data. We therefore use graphic model Neo4j of high performance for storage, 
data management as well as query for ecological development system data[1]. 

Data usually includes structured data and unstructured ones. In the same way, various data for 
ecological system of Dianchi Lake basin also includes the structured data and unstructured data (such 
as videos, audios and pictures). We utilize graph storage model, taking entity data (excel forms, 
pictures, videos and audios) as nodes of graphs, the relationship between these entity data as the edges. 
Making various data of ecological system for Dianchi Lake basin as data samples, establishing 
relationship between forest species and water quality of rivers, forest coverage rate and water quality 
of rivers, crops cultivation, fertilization as well chemicals and water quality of rivers, different crops 
and water quality of rivers to study changes of water quality data of each river, do the cluster analysis 
of water quality data changes for all rivers drain into Dianchi Lake to establish water environment 
model and graph data model based on all these relationships, then finally establish graph database 
through index built on feature extraction. 

The emerging of database message retrieval(DBIR) as times requires to cater to many average 
users who are not know-how of query language and database model. Average users could make 
message retrieval of database by key words via DBIR[2]. It helps average users get structured 
information by key words on graphs database query without asking them to have knowledge of 
complex query language and database model. Through input of key words combining section and 
expression, it solves the non-ideal query result from uncertain key words or ambiguous context by 
limited key words query.   

Key words query of graph database have high complexity of calculation ,optimizing query 
measures by building index is widely used in graph database to increase the efficiency [3]. The query 
process is to decompose the query graphs, build index, merge those qualified into candidate set after 
filtration, and then testify the candidate set to obtain query results [4]. 

Dynamic changes of many data for ecological development in Dianchi Lake basin make it 
necessary a timely updating of database and rebuilding index of many calculations which will 
consume much time on calculation.  

We adopt the incremental subgraph search composite algorithm which could be added into or 
revised without rebuilding index[5]. To structure the distributed index, to trim and match the nodes 
via information from graphs before searching, to insert revision without rebuilding index by the time 
of updating of graphs which could save calculation with an increased search efficiency[6]. 

In recent years, the application demand for visual query to unfold abstract data increases day by 
day. Visual query technology became the hot spot and difficulty of study in this field[7]. 

Because of the complexity and variety of data in the distributed environment of Dianchi Lake 
Basin, as the data scale is expanded, to avoid the abundance data lack of information, we establish the 
graph database visual query system which can provide a friendly graphical user interface, visually 
unfold abstract information, facilitate users study on the data, direct users  input to form a visual 
feedback of the query, and solve the problem that the query results cannot be directly observed, and 
can reflect the relationship and overall information between various complex data. Technology 
roadmap of the establishment of the graphic database and visual query of ecological system of 
Dianchi Lake basin is as figure 1. 
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Figure 1Technology roadmap of the establishment of the graphic database and visual query of 

ecological system of Dianchi Lake basin.  
We carried out the graphics database and visual query system simulation experiments of the 

Dianchi Lake basin ecological development in local area network in small-scale. The results show 
that the graphics database system is not complex as the updating of traditional relational database 
system, however with a faster query and high matching accuracy rate. And it is far better than the 
traditional relational database system in the storage and processing of data for ecological 
development of Dianchi Lake Basin on its complexity, dynamics and low structure. The comparing 
results are as follows: 

Table1   Comparison between graphics database and relational database 
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ecological development in Dianchi Lake Basin. The Neo4j high performance distributed database 
graph storage model, solves the problem of reconfigurable index when data updates，and solves the 
query problem of various data sources in distributed environment. It changes the additions and 
deletions into the traverse to graphics at low complexity and high query speed. By using the 
incremental sub graph search algorithm, the key words query input method combined with section 
and expression is adopted to solve the problem of non-ideal query results with a high matching 
accuracy. By using visual query, a friendly graphical user interface is provided, every step of the 
incremental query could be generated into visual feedback information. It can solve the problem that 
the query results can’t be directly observed. It can reflect the relationship between massive data and 
overall information. Simulation results show that this graphics database system in the storage and 
processing of the complex, dynamic and low structural data of the Dianchi Lake basin is far better 
than the traditional relational database system. It can effectively analyze and process all kinds of data 
in Dianchi Lake basin ecological development, and play an important role in the scientific 
decision-making. 
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